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There is something called a fig wasp. It’s necessary for the pollination for the production of edible or 

marketable fruit.  The wasp lays its eggs in the base of the flower: the larva develops as they are in galls    

(swelling of tissue) in response to the insect’s presence. These little wasps are also called gall wasps. 

(Gall means wickedness – evil fruit…bitterness in scripture.) 
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In the fig, separate male and female flowers are borne in a specialized flower cluster, which consists of a 

hollow, pear shaped stem tip with the flowers on the inside.  The structure ultimately becomes a fig at 

maturity.  This structure is called a syconium.  The male flowers are usually arranged near the small 

opening at the upper end of the syconium, and the female flowers, more numerous, line the interior. 

 

 

Female flowers are of two types:  long fertile and short sterile ones. The long style eventually produces 

one small one seeded hard shelled fruit called an achene.  The fig itself is actually a collection of many of 

these achenes surrounded by the fleshy tissue of the syconium. The short flowers are called gall flowers. 

These are egg laying sites. They become pulpy and the larvae feed on them.   

There are three flower cluster types: male long style and female or gall flowers [which] are produced in 

three distinctive syconia.  The first one produced in spring contains male flowers. Each one probably 

contains one of the wasp eggs. The eggs produce wingless male and winged female wasps later in 

summer. The male wasp bites through the wall of the gall containing a female wasp and they mate.  On 

leaving the fig to search for a place to lay her eggs, the female gets covered with pollen from the male 

flowers near the small exit hole at the tip of the fig.   

The second type of syconium, the true fig, bears only long stemmed fertile female flowers. The wasp 

doesn’t lay eggs in them because the style is too long for the anatomy to deposit the egg but it does get 

pollinated.  

 

The third type produced in autumn contains only short styled gall flowers. The eggs that are laid develop 

there and produce the next year’s fig wasps. 

The fig and fig wasps have a symbiotic relationship. They need each other to exist. Well, more 

specifically, YHWH doesn’t NEED us to exist, though He DESIRES us. A sheep needs a shepherd in order 

to survive, not to exist but a shepherd doesn’t need a sheep to exist, though without sheep he cannot 

“shepherd” or carry out his expected role. 

Man and Yahushuah have a symbiotic relationship. At least we’re supposed to.   

Zach. 3:10   only good fruit and good vine 

An unripe fig or winter fig grows under the leaves and do not ripen at the normal season but hang on 

the trees during winter. 

The fig tree has been cultivated in Palestine from ancient times and is also found growing wild. The fruit 

is pear shaped and the small green figs appear before the leaves. At a certain size their interior is filled 

with minute white flowers which leads to the common impression that this tree never blossoms. When 

the leaves appear and there’s no fruit there – the tree will be barren for that season. 

Two types of figs are mentioned in Scripture. One is the early fig of which few ripen and are gathered in 

June. 

Isaiah 28:4  and Hos 9:10   Mic. 7:1   but most of this fruit falls off before it is perfected.     Rev. 6:13. 
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The second or main crop ordinarily doesn’t ripen till august. These are the green figs of Song 2:13. 

Bethphage means  (house of green figs)   The sprouting of the fig tree was the earliest sign of summer 

and a failure to bear fruit was a great calamity. (Jer. 8:13  Joel 1:7 & 12  hab. 3:17-18  

A long dark fig sometimes hangs on the tree all winter. Figs seem to possess medicinal properties. 2 King 

20:7 

 

 

Fig Food for Thought 

In Genesis 3: Adam and Hava ate from the tree of good and evil (bad)  Could that tree be the fig tree.  

Remember that the early figs don’t ripen or mature in the normal season. Like Adam and Hava. The bad 

fruit. 

The good fruit hangs on till their ripe and ready for Messiah’s gathering.  His mature bride. 

If this tree is indeed the fig tree, what tree was it that they ran back to to cover themselves with the 

leaves?  

In Matthew 11:12-14 Yahushuah says to the fig tree “Let no one ever eat from you again.”  Cursing the 

fig tree.  He doesn’t curse all trees, just the one that was offensive. 

At Messiah’s return, he will be the only Tree we need and that tree of good and bad won’t be here 

anymore. 

Since the Garden of Eden, there have been domestic trees and wild trees.  Two fruits; early and late. 

In Genesis, He kicks the (bad fruit) out and in Zach 2:10 He’s coming back and will dwell in the midst of 

us (the good fruit.) 

 

 


